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The Music Ally Learning Hub
What are we launching?

music:) ally is launching a brand new
Learning Hub for the music industry, with
more than 30 modules of certified video
content at launch, combined with supporting materials from the rest of music:) ally’s
information and insight. music:) ally has
been providing training and workshops
to the global music business for over ten
years now, but Learn.MusicAlly.Com is a
new dedicated e-learning platform for the
modern music business which brings all of
our learning into one place.
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Who is this for?

Designed as a flexible online Learning &
Development solution for companies and
individuals across the music industry, The
Hub covers a spectrum of educational
needs from induction training through
to the most up-to-date digital marketing
knowledge and future thinking topics.
From students through to CEOs, The Hub
has something for anyone anyone looking
to grow their knowledge base on today’s
industry.

What’s in it?

We have over 30 modules, which are
video tutorials between 20 minutes to 45
minutes long together with associated
music:) ally content and a certification
assessment. Each module covers an
area which we have found from working
with clients around the world, to be of
particular importance to their day to day

business. And we have grouped these
modules into eight courses, each course
containing between three to five modules.
l
l

Streaming
YouTube

Facebook and Instagram
Campaigns
l Direct to Fan
l Music Business Technology
l Alternative Music Marketing
l Music Business 101
l
l

Learners benefit from content that’s continually updated and refreshed with the latest
information and insights from music:) ally.
To follow is a more detailed overview of
the modules we offer...
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM

STREAMING
Streaming Ecosystem

Streaming Profile
Optimisation

Streaming Marketing

Facebook Mastery

With 2.4bn Monthly Active Users, Facebook is certainly a platform that needs careful attention from
artist teams. This module will focus on how to optimise an artist's Facebook Page and create content
which will perform best within Facebook's algorithm.

Instagram Mastery

Instagram has grown to over 1bn Monthly Active Users in under a decade and is one of the most
important platforms for connecting artists and fans. This module will discuss how to optimise your
Instagram proﬁle and give deeper insight into the type of content that drives discovery and
engagement on Instagram.

Remarketing

The why, how and what of remarketing. This module will cover the principles of remarketing, how it
works in practice and di!erent remarketing platforms, tools and strategies.

Facebook &
Instagram Advanced
Advertising

This module will help you to get more bang for your advertising bucks across Facebook and
Instagram. From establishing your audiences and retargeting them e!ectively, to creating the most
cost e"cient campaigns and using analytics to reﬁne them, we’ll help you send your return on ad
spend through the roof.

Setting Up Business
Manager

This module will take you through a set up of Facebook Business Manager from scratch and highlight
the most important features and settings for running highly successful advertising campaigns.

Understand how user interfaces, search and artist proﬁles work in Spotify, Apple Music,
YouTube Music, Pandora and Amazon, and what you need to do to make the most of
each.

From about sections to playlists to metadata, understand how to optimise all of the
editable parts of your proﬁle on the major streaming services.

Tools and strategies for pre-save campaigns, on-platform and third-party advertising
inside streaming services and a dive into playlisting strategy

YOUTUBE
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YouTube Success

Around two billion people are using YouTube every month. How can we make sure more of these
people are ﬁnding our artists’ videos? In this module, we’ll show you how to build your channel,
optimise your videos, create playlists and make sure your content surfaces in search.

YouTube Profile
Optimisation

With an estimated 70% of all view time on YouTube being driven by recommendations from YouTube's
algorithm, this module covers all bases for making your YouTube videos and channels as visible as
possible.

YouTube Analytics &
Ads

With YouTube being a key platform for music discovery, this module is a deep dive into how to make
sense of its new Analytics to fuel your channel growth. It will also look at the various ad formats
available for channel monetisation as well as for running your own ads to drive consumption.

Remarketing

The why, how and what of remarketing. This module will cover the principles of remarketing, how it
works in practice and di!erent remarketing platforms, tools and strategies.

Google Ads for
YouTube

CAMPAIGNS

Learn all about how to e!ectively advertise on YouTube with Google Ads. From initial set up, to
audience creation, running video ad campaigns on YouTube, as well as analysing campaign results.

Lean & Mean

Trying to run a successful artist marketing campaign with little to no budget? Our Lean
& Mean module covers campaign elements and tools that can be used on a shoestring
budget.

Best of the Best

Music Ally regularly exchanges with artist teams about how their most innovative
campaigns and how they've rolled these out. Best of the Best presents 5 of our favourite
recent campaigns, looking at holistic marketing campaigns as opposed to single
activations.

Creative Edge

This module ﬁrst looks at 10 di!erent video-centric digital trends. Following this, we
present a selection of campaigns that were particularly video-focused, covering how
video was used, providing results where we can and o!ering our take on why we loved
these campaigns. To ﬁnish o!, we look at one case study in detail and discuss some
tools and platforms that are focused on video.
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MUSIC BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
Voice - Smart
Speakers

A market overview of smart speakers and the challenges and opportunities that are
arising for music marketing. We will also look at the growth in podcasts, a format that
will continue to thrive with more widespread adoption of smart speakers.

Distribute

There are plenty of options for distributing your music, so how do you make the right
choice? In this module we give you a bit of background on distribution before running
you through some of the distributor options available in the market, their value-added
services and their cost structures.

Future Trends - Data
& Technology

Future Trends - Music
Business

DIRECT TO FAN
Direct to Fan

Learn the di!erences between various D2C platforms and what you should consider
before choosing which one to work with. By looking at artist store examples and creative
merch ideas, we want to give you an understanding of best practices relating to merch.

Setting Up Shops

Setting Up Shops looks at the various opportunities to sell physical products through
your digital channels. This will be a practical walkthrough of how to enable shopping on
Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube.

E-Mail Marketing

Not only is email marketing still relevant today, it is a vital part of any music marketing
campaign because unlike other means of communication, its reach is not at risk of
being suppressed by an external algorithm. This module covers the importance of email
marketing, tips for building your mailing list, how to create the most engaging emails as
well as audience segmentation and development. Finally we compare and contrast
some of the most widely used tools for email marketing.

This module explores some of the most important and disruptive developments in data
and technology for the music industry including artiﬁcial intelligence, virtual reality,
augmented reality, mixed reality, smart speakers and data privacy.

This module explores some of the most important and disruptive changes to the music
business including the shifting roles of managers, the evolution of distributors and
streaming services, and the impact of gaming, live streaming and esports on the music
industry.

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC MARKETING
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Tik Tok

TikTok is the social platform that's on everyone's lips, boasting more than 1bn app downloads and
spawning viral hits like 'Old Town Road'. This module explains how the platform works, how it
relates to the music industry and how we can market artists to its huge youth audience.

Influencer Marketing

What is an inﬂuencer? Who are inﬂuencers in the music industry? How do I choose which
inﬂuencers to work with? The growth of platforms such as Instagram, YouTube & TikTok have
helped to establish an ever growing network of inﬂuencers and in this module we answer some of
the key questions surrounding inﬂuencer marketing in the music industry. This module will take
you through planning an inﬂuencer marketing campaign and o!er a run down of the tools and
platforms out there that are facilitating collaboration between brands and inﬂuencers.

Learning From
Livestreams

A little bit of a background on the di!erent types of live streams that exist. Then we go through
multiple di!erent platforms that are used for live streaming, starting with Twitch, then going
through YouNow, YouTube, and taking a little bit of a look at an outside of music ﬁeld, eSports.

Podcasts

Podcast consumption has grown rapidly in recent times, providing new opportunities for artists to
connect more deeply with their fans and market themselves more e!ectively. In this module we
look at the state of the current podcast landscape and why the music industry needs to pay
attention.

MUSIC BUSINESS 101
101 Introduction

An introduction to the current state of the music industry, including where we are, how
we got here, and what challenges we could face in the future.

Copyright, Royalties &
PROs

A look at copyright, the backbone of the music business. How does copyright work in
music? What types of royalties are there? Who collects what? This module will give you
the answers.

Labels Publishers &
Distributors

An overview of labels, publishers, and distributors and how the lines between label and
distribution are increasingly being blurred.

Artist Teams

A look at the members of a modern artist's team, including managers, booking agents,
PR, as well as other key roles an artist may wish to bring on.
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Many of the modules are focused on
how to grow audiences in the modern
music business, so in addition to the
modules and supporting information,
learners will also have access to the
Music Ally Sandbox Database, bringing
together details of over 400 music
campaigns compiled by us over the past
six years. Want to know what campaigns
have used Snapchat? You can search
for it. Or what campaigns have Warner
Music done? We have it. Or campaigns
in Mexico, classical music campaigns,
ones on a budget? You can search for it
all here.

sandbox database

It’s a great tool for inspiration, research or
just for the curious.
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Why are we doing this?

In the modern music industry, the
business moves fast: it’s more important
than ever for people to keep their skills
and knowledge up to date, especially
when it comes to the latest tech trends
and the art and science of connecting
artists and fans.
There is a need for a resource that can help
the music industry keep up to speed with
this ever-evolving landscape, especially
when it comes to digital topics, growing
and engaging audiences and understanding how and when to make money from
that. In fact, we feel like the industry is
always learning, and evolving as new markets open up around the world and new innovations change the way we do business.
There is no company better placed to
keep up with this change than music:) ally:

whether it’s marketing on TikTok or the
latest on emerging markets - we have it
covered. The Hub is built with current and
future industry needs at the core.

Why choose us?

We’ve been a trusted, independent
source of news and insight for the global
music industry for nearly 20 years: our
daily news bulletin and reports are relied
upon by thousands of senior executives,
universities, music managers, marketing
teams and many more worldwide. We
connect the dots and spot the emerging
trends: by reporting daily on individual
stories, we build up a bigger picture –
we’re constantly curious about the ‘new
and next’ of the music industry: from
technology to business trends. But we’re
also sceptical of hype.
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We also practise what we preach: working
directly with artists and music companies
to help them reach audiences, with the
lessons from this filtering back into everything else we do. Our materials have been
developed by experts in the business who
have held or moved onto senior positions
across labels, distribution, management
and global touring.
We are the leading training provider
in digital music trends and marketing,
having run workshops and online
learning for many of the top music
companies, organisations and academic
establishments across the globe.
We’re now combining this knowledge
and experience and bringing it to a new
platform for everyone in the industry.

What do I get out of it?

Access to over 30 modules of upto-date content, split into digestible
chunks to make learning achievable
and flexible - all progress trackable
l Learning via The music:) ally Hub will
mean you’re certified by a company
that is trusted by the industry
l You will have access to the most upto-date training available, supported by
relevant resources from our archives
l Includes access to our brand new
Sandbox Database - a fully searchable
resource of the best marketing
campaign case studies at your
fingertips
l Benefit from substantial discounts to
all music:) ally events
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l

I’m sold. Sign me up!
Wait – how much is it?

Each course bundle is US$250 per person
and includes all updates for that course
plus associated research content and the
sandbox campaign database. In addition
all courses are certified.
To have access to all the content in the
Learning Hub, the cost is just $999 per
person. (Please note these fees are
subject to VAT in the UK). You can also
make your own bespoke learning plan or
take individual courses for just $99.
There are also discounts available
for groups, company licence and
corporate HR purposes: please contact
anthony@musically.com to discuss
your needs.
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Testimonials
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Aischa Fingerhuth-Langley,
International Marketing Manager, Sony Music
“I contracted music:) ally to run a best practice &
workshop session on International Marketing/
Digital Campaigns for our International
Marketing Managers across Continental
Europe in November 2018. The session required
a high level of knowledge about international
campaigns as well as a creative approach to
engaging staﬀ from our European region. We
found the level of information to be well judged,
very informative and comprehensive; and the
methodology to be both engaging and inspiring.
We wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them and/or
contract them again.”

Jose Montero,
Customer Insights Lead, Amazon Music
“music:) ally’s Music Business 101 was a very useful
and informative day which provided a great
overview of some of the essential information
about how the music business operates.”

training team. Every year I make sure that they are
an integral part of what I oﬀer all third year BIMM
Students. The information they oﬀer is up-to-theminute, and always well received.”
Fred-Olav Vatne,
Web Editor, Oslo Philharmonic
“The training sessions with music:) ally were intense
and thorough, and a real eye-opener for us. We
learned a lot about how to optimize our most
important digital platforms so our content can
reach more and more people.”

Fréderic Busscher,
Popcoach Muziekmanagement, Hogeschool PXL
“The crash courses at music:) ally oﬀer us the best
shortcut to the music business. The immediate use
of this very valuable information is the biggest
benefit of all.”

Phil Nelson, Head of Music Business, BIMM
“There is no-one who knows Digital Marketing
– and how to communicate it in an interesting
fashion - be"er than the wonderful music:) ally

Nigel Beaham-Powell,
Subject Leader - Commercial Music,
Bath Spa University
“All of music:) ally materials have proved to be a
superb resource of educational information on
current music business issues. Our Commercial
Music students love the online course, and several
have successfully used the information to lever
their way into employment.”

Chris Tams, Director,
Independent Member Services, BPI
“BPI has now used music:) ally for over three years
to supply our member Training and we’ve been
delighted with the results. music:) ally’s constantly
updated range of subjects make sure that the BPI
hundreds of Indie Labels are kept up to date with
the constantly evolving digital landscape. We have
no hesitation in recommending them.”
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Music Ally is a music business knowledge and skills company. We focus on the change taking place in the
industry and have been providing information and insight into every aspect of the business since 2002.
We have oﬃces in Tokyo, Shanghai and Medellin and journalists around the world. Our team is involved
at a practical level in many aspects of the modern industry, from management and marketing for artists
and labels, to strategy and insight for majors and tech companies. We combine all of this into our learning
materials; and then we bring it all to our NY:LON and Sandbox conferences around the world.

sandbox

Contact:

music:) ally

music:) ally is an example of perceptive

Holly the Boat, Holborn Studios, 49-50 Eagle Wharf Rd, London N1 7ED
b www.MusicAlly.com e mail@MusicAlly.com
Registered company number: 04525243 | VAT number: 858212321
music:) ally is a Registered Learning Provider UKPRN 10029483

journalism at its best, with unrivalled
coverage of the digital music sector”...
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Andrew Fisher,
Executive Chairman,
Shazam

Some of our clients include:

:)

